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1. Introduction, Topicality 

 

The author has chosen to explore one of the most interesting topic in international law of human 

rights namely to what extent is international concept of human rights universal. The lasting 

discussions of representatives of doctrine, justices, politicians or diplomats, claiming that the 

concept is universal, on one hand side, that means it does not allow any departure from these 

fundamental rules, or that the concept is relative, since it is conditional and heavily dependent on 

cultural differences and traditions of the particular society/state, on the other, proves its topicality 

even nowadays. 

Regardless the predictability of the outcome of the research, and reality does not always prove 

what we would like to have or see, human rights, as it is proved in practice, are rather based on 

relative concept, being heavily dependent on the historical context, political and cultural milieu 

or traditions of given society, despite all what has been said above, I commend the author´s 

choice of the topic, which continues to constitute an everlasting international law matter from 

both, practical as well as theoretical perspective. In a fact, the only undisputedly universal part of 

human rights is the part that deals with non-derogable rights. 

 

2.       Definition of research scope and goals 

First 4 pages of the thesis were used to delineate the methodology, including reasons for the 

choice of the topic, goals of the thesis, key questions, as well as the actual methodology, i.e. the 

question of methods used to approach the topic. I may note that methodology is particularly 

important part of the PhD thesis and determines often the success or failure of the whole PhD 

project.  

 

In the introductory part of this evaluation, I commended author´s choice of the topic. 

Unfortunately, I consider the definition of the goals and the scope of the thesis rather vague. I 

admit that the scope can be derived in general terms already from the title of the thesis, however 

it is the Introduction, in which the author should provide a precise picture of his research goals 

and the scope of the thesis. In my view, such a clear picture cannot be drawn from rather general 

questions included in the introductory chapter, which imply that rather a non-legal analysis of the 

issue will follow. 

 

The author claims that the dissertation aims at arguing against the strict and uncompromising 

notion of universality that is strongly advocated in Western thinking and for this purpose, he will 

address some of the challenges that are facing this notion from various sources and especially 

from Islam. Thus, the goal is really broad. If one takes into consideration the whole catalogue of 

human rights and if we look back at permanent evolution in the human rights protection field, let 

us say, at the period commencing with two leading documents adopted at the end 18 century, or 



  

if we only stick to the evolution of human rights concepts after the WWI or perhaps only after 

WWII, itand descriptive paper. One can really doubt if such a dissertation can really provide a 

better understanding of the concept of human rights under Islamic Sharia, bridging the cultural 

gap after identifying the points of agreement and disagreement between international human 

rights standards with those pertaining to Islam. 

Irrespective my critical remarks, I’ve found the dissertation submitted by Jalal Naji Thib Naji 

quite interesting and fresh, although, I woud expect more indebt analysis of at least couple of 

selected human rights. Such an attitude would force the author deal more with human rights 

caselaw of courts in Muslim countries, and perhaps to explain what are differences between 

particular shools of thought in Muslim world.  It is quite nice to learn about the notion of Sharia 

and human rights under Islam or how is universality treated by Muslim Scholars, I do not simply 

believe that there is uniform interpretation and application of holy scriptures in Islamic world 

and it I refuse to accept it can be explained on 15 pages. Perhaps, the dissertation will serve to 

more indebt look at the topics covered in dissertation. 

 

3.       Methods, conclusions, contribution to knowledge and thesis structure 

The dissertation is logically structured and it is, apart from the introduction and sound 

conclusions, divided into 5 chapters. Chapter 1 provides retrospect after evolution of human 

rights concept vrom ancient ttimes through the Middle Ages up to the modern era which is 

marked by the adoption of Universal declaration of Human Rights. Chapter 2 puts into 

juxtaposition concept of Universality and Cultural Relativism and provides reader with concise 

insight on the debate between West and East. Chapter 3 deals with human rights protection 

system under UCHR. Particularly interesting is part dealing with the interpretation of ECHR, I 

can imagine, it could be much broader and supplemented with the analysis of caselaw. Chapter 4 

can, to some extent, be considered as the core of dissertation, and in fact it is given more than 30 

pages. To me this also one of the most interesting passages, although, I still feel that many 

important features of Islamic attitude to the human rights are missing or covered. Namely I 

would expect more indebt analysis of particular Schools of thought and explanation of the 

differences between them, as well as the implamentation and application of human rights treaties 

in some Islamic countries at least. Chapter 5 discusses issue of treatment of Islam in the caselaw 

of European Court of Human Rights and author attempts to analyse some caselaw of the Court, 

unfortunately, he gives it 8 pages only. The dissertation ends with sound conclusions. 

The author submits that the methodology of this dissertation is based on the comparative and 

analytical study of the literary works collected from international and European resources, 

together with Islamic and Arabic resources; including but not limited to, law books and articles, 

publications, recommendations and general comments of international and regional human rights 



  

institutions, and judgments of regional courts. The main focus is on international and European 

literature in the English language, however, resources on Islam law will be based on literary 

works in both English and Arabic languages. 

As for the scientific methodology, the author is analysing primary and secondary sources of 

information, such as international treaties or their respective parts, case law and provides various 

theoretical views and comments on them. As it was mentioned above, one can imagine more 

indebt caselaw analyses. Tothe reviewer’s view, the author could pay even more attention in 

explaining what scientific methods, when and why he wants to use. On the other hand, although 

not expressly mentioned in the part devoted to methodology, the methods used in the thesis are 

in general adequate and justified and the author demonstrated sufficiently the ability to choose 

justified methods for reaching the research goals and to apply them.  

In my opinion, the thesis would also benefit from a deeper analysis of legal aspects of the topic 

chosen. To express it in dispute settlement terms, the thesis has got abundance of “statements of 

facts” and/or theories but it would be more supplemented by “statements of law”, and even by 

deeper and more detailed legal analysis of some selected crucial issues. The author touches upon 

couple of interesting topics and there was definitely space for even more detailed analysis of one 

of them at least.  

 

4.       Presentation and language, command of sources 

 

The overall appearance of the thesis is in general appropriate. The thesis contains no such 

grammatical or spelling errors that would seriously complicate reading. It is written in coherent 

and formally proper style. In general, satisfactory attention has been paid to the overall 

appearance of the thesis despite minor errors. The author uses relevant primary and secondary 

sources of information and the references of relevant case law and academic writings clearly 

demonstrate good orientation and knowledge of chosen topic. 

 

 

5.      Overall results, remarks and question 

 

The present PhD thesis is well-structured and independently written paper with identifiable 

contribution of the author. I commend author ́s efforts and well identifiable engagement, and 

consider the submitted thesis as apiece of academic work, which meets the general requirements 

for this type of academic works, as required by the relevant provisions of the Charles University 

in Prague and the Czech Legal Order.  

 

 



  

 

The author submits: 

“This dissertation will examine the ability of human rights to be universally accepted and 

implemented in light of the challenges that face this concept. This discussion is not an easy task 

in light of the fact that the premise of international human rights is founded on universal 

applicability of all human rights to all human beings regardless who they are and where they 

are. In other words, international human rights look at human beings in the most abstract form 

taking away from them any defining elements of race, culture and religion. Thus, any attempt to 

arguing for cultural particularity or religious specificity on the human rights discourse 

fundamentally contradicts with their essential quality of being universal.”  

The reviewer can accept such a proposition, but such an attitude asks for couple of question. 

If one agrees with the assumption of the relativity of human rights, what would be the treatment 

of individuals coming from one cultural environment to another cultural environment. Would the 

author agree with the proposition that they have to accept the cultural and legal requirements of 

the host State without any reservation without any complaints? Such arguments are quite often 

pushed forward by radicals, “take it or leave it”. Is that really something what reflects needs of 

our globalized world? Do not we need more tolerance, understanding and respect? What parts of 

human rights catalogue would apply to them and what part would they be denied of if one admits 

that the human rights are not that universal as is claimed by some Western scholars? 

 

 

 Recommendation For the reasons and under 

consideration of the 

reservations mentioned above, I 

recommend the PhD thesis of Mr. 

Jalal Nahi Thib Naji for acceptance.  
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reviewer 


